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The Gardeniser Pro Licence
In the project Gardeniser Pro the aim is to create the necessary conditions for the
recognition of a new professional profile: the Gardeniser.
In order to achieve this goal there are tools and a pilot training and internship program
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delivered by the partners. The goal is to provide a program that will help to formally
recognise a Gardeniser as a professional role. We aim to bring all the various types of
roles within a community garden (like a group facilitator, gardener, or manager)

The Gardeniser Pro
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together as there is not currently a clear professional recognition of the
urban/community garden organiser.
In parallel with the curriculum contents and the implementation of the internships at
European and local levels, the consortium is working on the development of a Licence
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that will be obtained by all aspiring Gardenisers following the training pathway,
composed by the training course and the internship.
This Licence will be based on an assessment that will take into account the
competences gained or improved thanks to the Gardeniser Pro project and match
them with a number of ECVET points (European Credits for Vocational Education and
Training) that will allow for their formal recognition. The process behind this
certification will be presented in a final document available at the end of the project.
This document will be an introduction of the tools already existing but cannot be
adapted or transferred within the lifetime of this project, being the product of years of
social/governmental development. It shows a clear example of what could be expected
in the long term to reinforce and expand the recognition of Gardenisers.

This document will also present the tools developed within the project:
the assessment tools for the theoretical and practical trainings, the
License certificate and the statement of competencies acquired through
the learning process. The Gardeniser License will be an interactive
document, a writable pdf file translated and available in all the
languages of the partnership. The License will be updatable by the
Gardeniser and it will accompany them in their learning experience
throughout their career. The results of this process will be available
soon. Stay in touch!

Award for Jim Sheeran, English Gardeniser
Jim Sheeran, one of our UK Gardeniser’s, has recently won an award for Raphael’s Edible
Garden in London which was opened this August. This is a community garden which
emerged from a local campaign by residents to develop a food growing project for the
community. With the help of hundreds of volunteers, St. Raphael’s Edible Garden now
has a teaching tipi, a chicken coup, a wildlife pond, a fruit tree orchard, compost bins,
plenty of raised beds and a stunning pergola.
Jim and his team received an ‘Outstanding’ award from the Royal Horticulture Society, Its
Your Neighbourhood and London in Bloom
Although the garden is managed and run by Sufra NW London, it is here to benefit the
community. The garden provides a therapeutic space where they can invest in the skills,
health and wellbeing of local people, whilst improving the appearance of the estate and
giving residents an opportunity to come together, have fun and grow food.
Jim recently finished his Gardeniser internship in the UK and said he found the internship
‘really inspiring and extremely useful in the work that I do’. For further information about
St Raphaels Garden see here!

Gardeniser Pro in Crete
In recent years in Greece, after the economic crisis started, a new legal form for self-organization and solidarity entities
has evolved mainly for promoting people at risk of social exclusion, into employment and active citizenship. This new legal
form for social entrepreneurship so-called “social cooperatives” (KIN.S.E.P), attracted many people especially youngsters
forming groups with common objectives following the principles mainly of self-organisation, solidarity and sustainability
establishing legal entities of social cooperatives. Since the beginning of the initiative, cooperatives have been established
in Crete and is still growing. The majority of these cooperatives (70%) are related to sustainable agriculture and some of
them to activities very close to “Urban gardening”.
However, only a very small number has managed to be economically sustainable due to a lack of specialised knowledge.
Training for a member of these social structures, is mainly based on non-formal learning approaches, such as
conversations between members of cooperatives, online platforms, social media, plenary meetings etc. However, some of
them managed to overcome the difficulties of the first years of operation and have entered the phase of expansion and
economic efficiency.
16 of these social enterprises cooperatives and “Urban Gardens” in Crete, were selected by the European Center
in Training for Employment (ECTE) to host eight trainees from UK, France, Italy, and Germany who had already attended a
theoretical training in their countries, of the Gardeniser Pro training program. The social cooperatives/ Urban Gardens,
were spread out in all region of Crete, offered working experience giving the chance for following the daily activities, been
acquainted with governance and self-organization practices, solidarity and volunteering.

The objective of this international blended mobility was the Gardenisers to acquire specific Learning outcomes in the form
of practical experience in the field, as part of their training and finally been certified as a professional “Gardeniser”. During
the mobilities which were implemented in three flows. The places selected for hosting the trainees were:
- Social enterprises cooperatives and “Urban Gardens” in Chania region
Terra Verde (cooperative of the social economy) Gardeniser cooperative of Monastery of Chryssopigi Vamos Local Olive
Oil and Herbs cooperative in Vamos (cooperative of the social economy) Intercultural engagements in Hiliomoudou and
Vamos Villages Botanic Park and Gardens of Crete (cooperative of social economy)
- Social enterprises cooperatives and “Urban Gardens” in Heraklion region
Commons Lab (cooperative of the social economy) Apo koinou(cooperative of the social economy) Open market for social
economy cooperatives in Heraklion (cooperative of the social economy) Community support agriculture (CSA) (a
cooperative of social economy)
- Social enterprises cooperatives and “Urban Gardens” in Rethymnon region
Panakron (cooperative of the social economy) Amari Green festival (association) Arodamos social cooperative (cooperative
of the social economy) Maravel Botanic Gardens (private garden) Intercultural engagements in Messara region and
Apodoulou village Fourfouras Natural Park (association)

The trainees had the chance to be engaged in real market situations concerning the Gardens in Crete and been trained in
both the success factors and the barriers faced. Under this context the trainees acquired knowledge in the following
subjects:
- Technical: Place of Garden, architecture, micro-climate, sustainability in cultivations, biological technics, basic technics
on cultivation, the Cretan flora.
- Administration/management: Governance structure, knowledge exchange, local legal framework, space availability,
national regulations, services that can be provided, legal structure for rights and obligations of urban gardens, Business
Plan, internal coordination and activities assignment, volunteers, the motivation of activists, capacity, local, regional,
national and international networking
- Financial management: financial sustainability, Financial planning.
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